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4、运用水下爆破冲击波声学监测系统对厦门海沧 1 号泊位和嵩屿 1 号泊位的水
下爆夯及水下钻孔爆破进行海上现场监测。 

























With the exploitation of marine resources and the development of marine economy, 
underwater explosion have been widely used in ocean port construction, navigation 
channel dredging and removal of underwater construction. At the same time, 
underwater explosion can affect marine ecological environment and organisms 
seriously. In recent years impact of underwater explosion shockwave on marine 
mammals have attracted the attention of the world. Xiamen harbor is the national 
nature reserve of marine mammal---Chinese White Dolphin. With the increasement of 
Xiamen ocean port construction, rock blasting occurs continually, it makes serious 
effect on Chinese White Dolphin. Since the latter half of 2004, there have been 6 
Chinese White Dolphins died in Xiamen sea area. It’s presumed that underwater 
explosion shockwave maybe one of the immediate causes of death. 
 
The paper focuses on designing an applied underwater explosion shockwave 
monitoring system, and analysis the data results of underwater explosion.. The main 
research contents are as follows: 
1. Introduces the history of underwater explosion research and the development of 
underwater explosion monitoring at home and abroad. 
2. Expatiates the characteristics of energy transmission of underwater explosion 
shockwave, and analyzes the effect on marine ecological environment. 
3. Designs an underwater explosion shockwave acoustic monitoring system, and tests 
its property. 
4. Monitors underwater explosion shockwave at Xiamen Haicang NO.1 berth and 
Songyu No.1 berth by the acoustic monitoring system. 
5. Analyzes the recorded data of underwater explosion by software PULSE and 
Matlab, and primarily caculates the empirical formula of shockwave peak pressure 
and the minimum safe distance of Chinese White Dolphin in Xiamen sea area. 

















The innovation of the paper is that it designs an applied underwater explosion 
shockwave acoustic monitoring system and primarily caculates the empirical formula 
of shockwave peak pressure and the minimum safe distance of Chinese White Dolphin 
in Xiamen sea area. 
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系统，对厦门海沧 1 号泊位和嵩屿 1 号泊位等海域的水下爆夯及水下钻孔爆破进




























































。他们采用电气压电传感器和LC-32 水听器分别在 152.4m和 304.8m
的深度处对爆破冲击波信号进行接收。接收到的信号 后被带宽 20kHz的Ampex 
FR-1300 磁带记录仪记录到磁带中。海上实验布局如图 1.2 所示。 
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